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On July 23, the website of Hong Kong’s South China Morning Post published a piece titled
“Why Singapore and Malaysia Views China More Favourably Than the United States?” The
authors were Maria Siow and Joseph Sipalan. An edited summary of the entire piece is
below:
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According to a poll released by Pew Research Centre at the end of June, Singapore has
favourable feelings toward China. Malaysia closely followed in favourable feelings toward
China. About 67 percept of Singapore respondents and 60 percent of Malaysian
respondents feel positively toward China and expressed that their countries had good
relations with China. In comparison, 50 percent of Singaporeans possessed vigorous
attitudes toward the United States, while only 44 percent of Malaysians held vigorous
attitudes toward the United States—the lowest among all interviewed countries.
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Among 25,000 respondents from 19 countries, Singapore and Malaysia had the most
affirmative views of China.
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Political scientist Chong Ja Ian from NUS believed that China’s economic prosperity and
obvious success in handling COVID-19 is attractive for many among the Malaysian and
Singaporean public. Chong also said that China’s economic heft and position as a military
power is seen by some Singaporeans as a mark of success. “In Singapore, pragmatism is
very common. Pragmatism causes material success to be read as worthy of affirmation and
of value to emulate.”
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Chong emphasised that China’s move of strengthening Chinese culture may be “attractive
to Singaporeans who are seeking cultural and ethnic roots.” Recently, China has been
strongly pushing the protection of cultural heritage, encouraging its own public to value,
respect, and more deeply understand Chinese civilization.
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Chong also pointed out, currently many Singaporeans have negative views of the United
States and Europe and believe that the United States and Europe are “overly presumptions
and beset with failure,” including race relations, political upheaval, gun violence, economic
difficulties, a whole series of internal problems, as well as the invasion of Iraq, Afghanistan,
and other countries.
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Chong said, “These Singaporeans may believe that the United States’ European allies are
confused together with the United States.” He further pointed out that these Singaporeans
often express identification with what they see as the opposite of the United States and
Europe (such as China).
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Linda Lim from the University of Michigan in the United States pointed that unlike other
interviewed countries, Singapore does not believe that China is a military threat. Singapore
and China do not have historical grievances, and there are no current conflicts. She said,
“China is a far-off country. Accordingly, China does not wish to impose military action on the
region to damage Singapore and various Southeast Asian economies.”
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Additionally, this city-state does not have a sense of unease, unlike Japan and Korea—
Japan and Korea see China as an economic competitor. Ms. Lim said, Singapore positioned
itself as an agent for Chinese enterprises to enter the region and reach out globally, just like
the role it has served multinational Western corporations.
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She said, “Many Singaporeans—especially those who speak Mandarin, received Chinese
education, and new citizens originally from China—benefitted from commercial exchanges
with and employment by Chinese enterprises. Consequently, they gain from China’s
economic rise.”
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As for Malaysia, China is Malaysia's largest trading partner for the 13th year running.
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Independent Malaysian opinion polling organization, Merdeka Polling Centre’s person in
charge, Ibrahim Suffian said, Malaysia has about 7 million ethnic Chinese, accounting for
almost a quarter of the population. He felt that China holds significance for them culturally.
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Suffian said, “Malaysian Chinese have a type of pride. They believe China provides a
substitute development and political model, whose status rivals the West.”
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Suffian said, “Many people among the Malaysian Chinese see China as an important trading
partner, and believe that China is a case of self-contained success… Many individuals in
the Malaysian business community have established relations with China.” This Asian giant
is seen as “an important source of capital and a neighbouring great power that may have an
active economic role.”
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The head of the Malaysian Sabah-China Friendship Association, Oh Ee Sun said, “Whether
you like it or not, China is definitely the locomotive pushing economic development in the
East Asian region. This is the reason I make every effort to advance the development of
non-governmental relations between the two countries.” (End)
(Article Source: Reference News)
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Below is the English-language text of comments by Linda Lim and Chong Ja Ian carried in
the original SCMP report, with Mandarin translations for reference.
Chong Ja Ian, an associate professor of political science at the National University of
Singapore, said populations in Singapore and Malaysia were more “primed towards
pliancy to authority” and tended to place more emphasis on economic performance.
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“This utilitarian form of pragmatism may make [China’s] authoritarian-driven prosperity as
well as apparent success in handling Covid, at the time the survey was conducted,
appealing to many in Malaysia and Singapore,” Chong said.
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China’s large economy and its status as a major military power are also seen by some in
Singapore as signs of success, he said. “A sense of pragmatism that is common in
Singapore is to read material success as worthy of approval and emulation.”
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Chong noted that Beijing’s efforts in strengthening Chinese culture may also “appeal to
Singaporeans who may be seeking cultural and ethnic roots”.
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In recent years, Beijing has pressed for the protection of the country’s cultural heritage and
has called on its people to cherish, honour and deepen knowledge of Chinese civilisation.
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Meanwhile, there are also Singaporeans who disapprove of the US and Europe for their
“excesses and failings”, including domestic problems ranging from race relations to
political infighting, gun violence, economic troubles, and the invasions of countries such as
Iraq and Afghanistan, Chong noted.
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“These Singaporeans may see US allies in Europe as complicit in these acts,” Chong said,
adding that these Singaporeans tend to approve of what they see as the opposite of the
US and Europe, in this case China and its leadership.
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The academic said the lingering resentment by some Chinese-educated Singaporeans
against historical policies that diminished their prospects may have influenced them to
view China’s rise more favourably.
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In the 1970s, Singapore shut down a number of vernacular schools as it made English the
medium of instruction for all students.
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The move led graduates of traditional Chinese schools to feel aggrieved over what they
saw as a rollback of Chinese language and culture, and more importantly, a loss of career
opportunities to those who were educated in English.
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“They may see the rise of China into a global power as a vindication of their views. They
associate themselves with the success of [China] and support the positions Beijing and its
leaders take,” he said. “Some of this is in response to the condescension they experienced
from the Anglophone Singapore elite.”
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Linda Lim, a Singaporean economist at the University of Michigan, noted that unlike some
of the other countries surveyed, Singapore did not see China as a military threat and had
no historical animosity or current conflict.
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“China is too far away and, it is believed, would not want to undermine the Singapore and
Southeast Asian economies by aggressive military action there,” she said.
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The city state also doesn’t share the anxieties of Japan and South Korea, which view
China as an economic competitor. Rather, Singapore has positioned itself as an agent of
Chinese companies seeking to go regional or even global, just as it has for Western
multinationals, Lim said.
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“Many Singaporeans – especially the Mandarin-speaking, Chinese-educated, and new
citizens originally from China – benefit from business with and employment in Chinese
companies, so they benefit from China’s economic rise,” she said.
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On human rights, Lim said Singaporeans had been conditioned to perceive individual
freedoms “as unimportant or even dispensable” due to six decades of uninterrupted rule by
the People’s Action Party, “which explicitly emphasises pragmatism over principle”.
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“This makes them approve of China’s definition of human rights and democracy as being
subordinate to or even defined by economic well-being, and to accept weak human rights
and individual freedom standards in Singapore itself as necessary for ‘stability’,” Lim
added.
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China has often maintained that its top priority is to ensure the subsistence and
development rights of its people, while lifting its citizens out of absolute poverty. Beijing’s
“people-centred” philosophy on human rights states that “helping people pursue a happy
life” is the best way to protect human rights.
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“Based on their own past experiences, Singaporeans accept and see a patriarchalauthoritarian, one-party state – with a strong leader like [former Singapore leader] Lee
Kuan Yew – as not only acceptable, but even necessary,” Lim said.
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This makes Xi and his centralisation of political power “acceptable and even desirable”,
she added.
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Lim said one source of influence had come from “recent immigrants, permanent residents
and short-term visa holders from China”.
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“They are so numerous that they cluster among themselves, with their own business and
social associations, media and social media outlets that have close relations with China
state organisations and readily propagate China state views,” Lim said.
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“Many don’t speak English and also now dominate the Chinese-language media, cultural
and educational space in Singapore, which spills over to and influences locally-born
Singaporeans. You don’t need China state propaganda efforts and information campaigns
to exert influence.”
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